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ELDER

Promissory Notes — Know What You Don’t Know
__________________
By Jennifer B. Cona

It is commonly understood that
when a person enters a nursing home,
she/he can still preserve some assets
and engage in last-minute asset protection planning, albeit on a limited basis.
What is not commonly understood are
the mechanics of such a strategy.
Many attorneys and their clients run
afoul of the very specific rules governing the use and terms of promissory
notes, where costly mistakes are typically only discovered when it is too late
to correct.
Promissory notes in the Medicaid
planning context are authorized by federal law but implemented at the county
level. The Deficit Reduction Act
(“DRA”) of 20051 specifically permits
planning via a promissory note by disregarding the asset as countable if the
note: is actuarially sound; provides for
equal payments with no deferral or balloon payments; and is not cancelled
upon the death of the lender.2
Following these specific requirements
as well as the requirements set forth in
the state Administrative Directive,3 the
use of promissory notes is now commonplace in crisis Medicaid/asset protection planning.

mately one-half of the monies
Under the DRA, the penaltransferred (the loaned assets),
ty period based on a transfer
plus interest, to the resident on
of assets does not begin until
the facility resident is “othera monthly basis. The monthly
wise eligible” for Medicaid
amount to be paid back to the
benefits but for the asset
resident is calculated using the
transfer.4 As such, a Medicaid
long-term care facility daily
applicant must be both residrate less the resident’s income.
ing in a long-term care faciliUpon payment of the monthly
ty and below the resource Jennifer B. Cona amount to the resident, the reslimit, currently $14,850, before the ident writes a check for the same amount
penalty period clock will begin to run. to the facility. The note repayment
This means that the resident must amount covers payment to the facility
spend-down all of his/her remaining during the penalty period incurred by the
assets (to below the applicable resource transfer of the other one-half of the
limit) before the penalty period will assets (the gifted assets).
To illustrate: Mrs. Scott transfers a
begin on any asset transfers made in the
past five years, regardless of when such total of $420,407.96 to her daughter on
transfers were actually made.
February15, 2016 as a part-gift/partIn general, a promissory note is a con- loan transaction. The health care faciltract wherein the maker of the note ity daily rate is $425 (an average rate
makes an unconditional promise in writ- on Long Island) and Mrs. Scott’s
ing to pay a sum of money to the payee monthly income totals $1,854. To
either at a fixed or determinable future determine the monthly loan re-paytime or on demand of the payee. In the ments, the actual monthly cost at the
Medicaid planning context, it works as facility private pay rate is calculated
follows: the health care facility resident less Mrs. Scott’s monthly income. The
transfers all of his/her funds (less the average of the monthly payments durpermissible resource allowance) to an ing the term of the penalty period
individual (typically a family member). (number of months) is calculated and
The person receiving the funds signs a an interest rate (typically 5 percent) is
note promising to pay back approxi- added.

In this example, the average monthly loan re-payment amount is
$10,908.40 per month. This is the
amount which Mrs. Scott’s daughter
will pay back to her each month and
which she will then turn over to the
long-term care facility. The term of the
loan will be 20 months beginning in
March 2016. As such, $208,907.96
will be the total loan amount and
$211,500 will be the total gift made to
Mrs. Scott’s daughter, which amount is
free and clear to her. After 20 months,
the loan will be re-paid, the gifted
money will be protected and Mrs. Scott
will be eligible for Medicaid benefits.
In order for the strategy to work,
there must be a monthly shortfall in the
amount paid to the long-term care
facility each month. The resident must
have medical expenses greater than the
Medicaid rate in order to be considered
“otherwise eligible” for Medicaid benefits while also having medical expenses s/he is unable to meet in full.v
Attorneys must be overly instructive in
detailing for clients the exact monthly
re-payment amount that must be paid
to the health care facility each month
regardless of the actual monthly
invoice from the facility.
(Continued on page 27)

REAL ESTATE

Mold Licensing Law for Assessment, Remediation, and Abatement
______________
By Andrew Lieb

On January 1, 2016 the amended
Article 32 of the Labor Law became
effective thereby making it “unlawful
for any person to engage, advertise or
hold themselves out as a mold assessor,
remediation contractor, or abatement
worker unless they have a valid mold
license, issued by the commissioner,
for the type of work they will be performing. Individuals who do so may be
subject to a civil penalty.”i
According to the Labor Law,
“‘[m]old remediation’ means conducting the business of removal, cleaning,
sanitizing, or surface disinfection of
mold, mold containment, and waste
handling of mold and materials used to
remove mold from surfaces by a business enterprise, including but not limited to, sole proprietorships. Mold remediation for the purposes of this article
shall not include remediation of the
underlying sources of moisture that
may be the cause of mold that requires
expertise not specific to acts authorized
under this article.”ii Further, “’[m]old
assessment’ means an inspection or
assessment of real property that is
designed to discover mold conditions

that facilitate mold, indicia of
sionals, property owners,
conditions that are likely to
managing agents and the
facilitate mold, or any combiemployees of both as well as
nation thereof.iii” Lastly,
federal, state or local government unit or public authority
“’[m]old abatement’ means
employees are each exempt
the act of removal, cleaning,
sanitizing, or surface disinfrom the licensing requirefection of mold, mold conments.viii
tainment, and waste handling
Of great import, the new
of mold and materials used to
law requires mold assessors
Andrew Lieb
remove mold from surfaces
to draft and provide an itemby an individual.” The new licensing ized mold remediation plan to such
scheme was implemented and is now assessors’ clients before any remediaenforced by the Department of Labor, tion work commences.ix This plan must
inclusive of the continuing education include:
requirements thereunder.iv
a.) The rooms or areas where the
work will be performed.
In 2016, it is unlawful for a contracb.) The estimated quantities of matetor to both engage in unlicensed mold
rials to be cleaned or removed.
related contracting and also to adverc.) The methods to be used for each
tise whatsoever for such work.v
type of remediation in each type
Further, there is a requirement for a
of area.
complete separation between mold
d.) The personal protection equipassessment and mold remediation
wherein “[n]o licensee shall perform
ment (PPE) to be supplied by
both mold assessment and mold remelicensed remediators for use by
diation on the same property.”vi In fact,
licensed abaters.
e.) The proposed clearance procethe same person may not own an interdures and criteria for each type of
est in separate entities that are each
remediation in each type of area.
separately performing either mold
f.) When the project is a building that
assessment or remediation on the same
is currently occupied, how to propproperty.vii However, design profes-

erly notify such occupants of such
projects taking into consideration
proper health concerns; the plan
must also provide recommendations for notice and posting
requirements that are appropriate
for the project size, duration and
points of entry.
g.) An estimate of cost and an estimated time frame for completion; and
When possible, the underlying
sources of moisture that may be causing the mold and a recommendation as
to the type of contractor who would
remedy the source of such moisture
incident thereto and prior to the commencement of work, the mold remediator must also provide the client with its
mold remediation work plan to implement the plan of the mold assessor.x
Lastly, the mold remediator is prohibited from “remov[ing] or dismantle[ing]
any containment structures or materials
from a project site” until such time as
the mold assessor performs a postremediation assessment and delivers a
passed clearance report.xi
The Department of Labor is expressly authorized to enforce the mold
license law through penalties including
(Continued on page 26)
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Courts Validate Use of RFPs for School Bus Contracts

(Continued from page 16)

entered a judgement in favor of the
school district. No appeal was taken
by petitioner from that judgment, and
the time to appeal has expired.
The ability of school districts to use
RFPs to award school bus transportation contracts is well established in
New York and has been widely used by
many school districts since 1996.
Further, Governor Cuomo and the New
York State Legislature recently made
Section 305(14) of the Education Law
permanent. These two recent cases in
New York State Supreme Court in
Suffolk County confirm the use and
award of school bus transportation
contracts by school districts using
RFPs and dismissed all of the challenges to the RFPs in these cases during the pleading stages.
The RFP process for school bus transportation contracts has now been

approved by the Governor, the
Legislature, the Education Commissioner
and the courts. As a result, school districts can continue to utilize the flexibility of the RFP process to meet the specific needs and concerns of their school districts and award school bus transportation
contracts based on criteria other than
solely costs under General Municipal
Law Section 103.

Don’t quit
Starting any business is an undertaking that puts principals on emotional and
physical roller coasters. Lawyers are no
different. Hanging in there when the
going gets tough will not mitigate stress,
but the stress of going the distance will
pale compared to the pain of giving up
while there’s still fight left in you.

Track revenue monthly, if not weekly
This may seem counterintuitive, but
a weekly revenue goal should generate
some sense of proactivity upon arriving at the office and seeing an empty
calendar for the rest of the week. If a
busy mind is less prone to worry compared to an idle mind, the push of a
revenue goal should set you thinking of
how to reach it rather than worrying
about money that isn’t in the bank.

uine smile, business cards, and some
tchotchkes. Donuts or cookies also
work. (Sugar tends to put people in a
good mood that, in turn, they will associate with your name.) Don’t ask for
referrals or unwanted business. Rather,
explain how your firm can help their
businesses. While this may sound like
a door-to-door sales tactic, handshakes
and introductions are tangible and can
be counted. Even if it doing so fails to
generate immediate revenue, knocking
on doors and meeting people will
develop a sense of accomplishment,
which helps mitigate stress.

their speeches are spot-on for attorneys
trying to get a firm off the ground.
It is more likely than not your
efforts will dictate whether a firm is
successful rather than any circumstances that come your way, so don’t
quit. Going solo is difficult but far
from impossible. Give your firm the
advantages of success associated with
proactivity and practical decisionmaking by using some of the ideas in
this article. Good luck.

If possible, avoid hanging a shingle
during winter
Most of us are better equipped to
deal with stress when the days are
long, the sun is shining, and the tem-

Identify referral sources
List the professionals in the surrounding areas, work on the elevator
pitch, and then pound the pavement.
Make introductions armed with a gen-

Check out some motivational videos
on Youtube
Try Les Brown, Eric Thomas, and
Tony Robbins. Toss whatever they say
if it doesn’t add up. Overall, however,

another school bus company pursuant
to an RFP. The petitioner alleged that
the school district had allegedly erroneously evaluated and scored proposals in two categories: “Insurance
Requirements” and “Record of
Drivers.” The petitioner alleged that if
the categories had been scored and
evaluated as suggested by plaintiff,
plaintiff would have received more
points and scored higher than the bus
company awarded the contract.
The petitioner in this case also
alleged that the school district’s use of
the RFP process was flawed for several alleged procedural reasons and that
the school board was allegedly
required to award school bus transportation contracts only to the lowest
responsible bidder under General
Municipal Law Section 103 and not
pursuant to an RFP process under

Tips for Going Solo

Note: William M. Savino and Brian S.
Conneely, are partners in the Long Island
office of Rivkin Radler LLP, can be
reached at william.savino@rivkin.com
and brian.conneely@rivkin.com, respectively.
1

The authors and their firm represented Suffolk
Transportation Services, Inc. in these cases.
2
New York State Assembly Memorandum in
Support of Legislation Bill No. A. 6219-A.
3
19 N.Y. Reg. 16 (January 8, 1997).

(Continued from page 14)

practitioners may overlook it. Arriving
with the knowledge that you can
answer most questions thrown your
way is the best way to settle anxious
nerves.

Mold Licensing Law

Education Law Section 305(14).
The Suffolk County Supreme Court
rejected all of the plaintiff’s arguments
finding that the school district’s scoring
of the RFP, specifically in the
“Insurance Requirements” and “Record
of Drivers” categories, had a “rational
basis and was not arbitrary and capricious.” The court also decided that the
district’s use of the RFP process to evaluate and award the transportation contract did not violate any law or alleged
school board policy. The court relied in
part on Education Law § 305(14)(e),
which states that, “[n]otwithstanding
the provisions of any general, special or
local law or charter, a board of education or a trust of a district” may award a
contract for the transportation of pupils
using the RFP process.
The Suffolk County Supreme Court
dismissed the entire proceeding and

peratures are high. Spending Saturdays
relaxing on the beach is a terrific way
to help manage stress.

Note: Stephen Donaldson, Esq.
graduated law school and started The
Donaldson Law Firm in 2014
(www.thedonaldsonlawfirm.com). He
practices estate litigation and planning, personal injury, and guardianship law. As of 2016, he’s still stressed.

(Continued from page 18)

suspension of licensing, revocation of
licensing, refusal to renew licensing,
orders directing the cessation of unlicensed activity, and/or fines. In such,
initial violations of the license law are
subject to a fine of up to $2,000 whereas subsequent violations are to be fined
up to $10,000.xii Nonetheless, due
process is afforded by a complete
scheme for notices, hearings and judicial review contained within the
enabling statute.
It is noted that there is no private
right of action afforded in the statute
and all public complaints (a/k/a client
complaints) are directed to be made to
the Department of Labor, which is

charged with investigating and enforcing such complaints.xiii Nonetheless,
this statute is envisioned to impact
construction litigation and personal
injury cases as being evidence of negligence (a/k/a setting the duty or standard of care for the industry).
Moreover, it is noted that an unlicensed contractor may not collect on a
contract and the statute provides an
additional licensing scheme for this
niche field of contracting.xiv Still further, the Deceptive Acts and Practices
Act (i.e., GBL §349) coupled with this
statute may give rise to a host of false
advertising lawsuits. Lastly, our clients
seeking business and corporate law

will need referrals to learned practitioners of the license law in order to
obtain the requisite licensing to operate and thereafter to defend any complaints by the Department of Labor in
practice because mold assessment,
remediation, and abatement is now a
regulated industry. All attorneys
should be mindful of this new law and
educate our clients of its existence.
Note: Andrew M. Lieb is the
Managing Attorney at Lieb at Law, P.C.,
a law firm with offices in Center
Moriches and Manhasset. Mr. Lieb is a
past Co-Chair of the Real Property
Committee of the Suffolk Bar Association

and is the Special Section Editor for Real
Property in The Suffolk Lawyer.
1

https://labor.ny.gov/workerprotection/safetyhealth/mold/frequently-asked-questionslicences.shtm
2
Labor Law §930(3)
3
Labor Law §930(4)
4
Labor Law §§ 930(1) and 934(4)
5
Labor Law §931
6
Labor Law §936(2)
7
Labor Law §936(3)
8
Labor Law §§ 931(5) and 933
9
Labor Law §945
10
Labor Law §946
11
Labor §§ 946(4) and 947
12
Labor Law §937(2)
13
Labor Law §948
14
Lee v. Schweizer, 300 A.D.2d 364 (2d Dept.,
2002)

